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Weather
TODAY

HIGH 66°

TONIGHT
LOW 39°
Courtesy of The Art of Living Foundation

YES+ teaches breathing techniques, stress management.

TOMORROW

Five-day yoga class
aims to improve lives

HIGH 63°
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Art of Living Foundation
holds YES+ workshop
to help reduce stress
Liz Segrist
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Gamecock baseball
prepares for its first SEC
series at home against
LSU this weekend.
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Corporal Amanda Jordan speaks to community members about crime prevention tips.

Citizens gather
to promote safety
Crime prevention class encourages
Internet precautions, common sense
Sarah Peterman
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The USC Dance Company
joins the NYC ballet for a
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Koger Center.
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“This is a crash course on crime prevention,”
Corporal Amanda Jordan said.
Richland County Sheriff’s Department’s
Community Action Team hosted a crime
prevention class Thursday evening at the
Ballentine Recreational Center in Irmo to help
citizens learn more about Internet safety and
how to stay safe in the spring.
The meeting had a town hall feel with Jordan
knowing most of the members in the room. It
began with the members going around the
room stating their names and what neighborhood they live in. Jordan wanted everyone
to see how diverse the group was and the
importance of joining together to fight crime.
Most of the attendants were the crime watch
members or homeowner’s association members
in their neighborhoods and had come to learn
how to keep themselves and their neighborhoods safe.
“You guys are our best eyes and ears, our
first line of defense,” Jordan said. She said it
is important to report any suspicious activity
within your neighborhood.
“The more bad guys that see that citizens
know their role in crime prevention, the less
crime there will be,” Jordan said.
The most common springtime crime is
garage theft. As the weather gets warmer
and people work in their yards more, they are
more likely to leave garage doors open and
unattended. By simply keeping the garage door

shut, homeowners protect themselves from
having lawn mowers, power tools and other
valuables stolen.
Auto break-ins have also been on the rise.
Jordan said it is important to take all valuables
out of the car. Most break-ins happen between
midnight and 5 a.m. With the economic downturn, securing GPS systems, laptops and other
things commonly left in the car is especially
important since many people are now looking
for a quick buck.
“My challenge to y’all is to take these safety
tips and guidelines back to your community,”
Jordan said.
Internet safety was also a big part of the
class. With many grandparents in the audience, Jordan worked to inform them about
how to stay safe online, and make sure their
grandchildren were doing the same.
She gave tips such as teaching their grandchildren to limit the amount of personal information given out, only view secure sites and
avoid chat rooms.
Sheriff Leon Lott also provided ComputerCOP software for everyone in attendance.
The software monitors all sites visited and also
allows the user to set up parental controls on
the computer.
Jordan said she hopes to offer two more
community safety courses, one before local schools start and one around the holiday
season. Each of the courses will have a focus
that is reflective of the time of year.
“We want you to be well prepared, armed
with knowledge and knowing what to do,”
Jordan said.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu

Professor promotes study of mind
Brain Awareness Week
teaches about history
of neuroscience
Julie Stas
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T he n at ionw ide Br a i n
Awareness Week campaign
came to USC this week with a
series of lectures highlighting
current topics in neuroscience
and neurosurgery presented
by Columbia’s top doctors and
researchers.
It’s the f irst time Brain
Awareness Week has been
celebr ated at USC . T he
weeklong educational blitz
covered many topics of the
brain ranging from: traumatic
brain injury, interventional
neurosurger y, narcolepsy,
dr ug addict ion, epileps y,
diabetes, USC neurosurgery,

deception and the history of
the brain.
Allison Marsh, a historian
with a PhD. in the science,
medicine and tech nolog y
department at John Hopkins,
teaches the Honors History
112 course at USC . She was
invited by a student to do the
presentation, “The History
of Culture and Technology
of How We View the Brain.”
Marsh said she believes science, medicine and technology
are intertwined in studying
the brain and all three aspects
of history must be considered
to evaluate the brain at present.
“My goal for the presentation is to get the audience to
think about thinking about
the brain,” Marsh said. “The
theories of the brain are not
constant throughout history,
they have changed overtime.

Therefore, we must analyze
the theories in order to grasp
how we view the brain today.”
Anna Walton, a third-year
biology and Spanish student,
is t he USC Brain Awareness Week student director.
She is the editor-in-chief of
“Impulse,” the undergraduate neuroscience journal on
campus.
Walton said it was important to educate students and
create a better understanding
of the brain for young adults.
As a student in Marsh’s history
course, she personally asked
her to do the presentation.
“It is important to reach
the student community with
the historical aspect of the
brain,” Walton said. “Most
of the lectures are scientific,
but the cultural history of the
brain is just as fascinating.”
BRAIN ● 5

The fi rst Youth Empowerment Seminar Plus (YES+)
is com i ng to USC nex t
Thursday to give students a
chance to relax, rejuvenate
and cleanse.
Nisha Balani, a third-year
global supply chain and
operat ions ma nagement
student, volunteered for two
years with The Art of Living
Foundation, before organizing the fi rst workshop ever
to be held at USC.
“The reason I brought
this to the university is to
help the attention deficiency,
the rate of depression, the
anxiety of students and the
tendency [to commit] suicide
among students,” Balani said.
“All of these things can be
eliminated through breathing exercises to rejuvenate
your own mind, body and
soul.”
This five-day intensive
workshop involves a series
of yoga exercises, meditation techniques and ancient
yoga rhythmic breathing
techniques.
“There’s no prerequisite or
requirements for this,” Balani said. “All you have to do
is come with an enthusiastic
smile, comfortable clothing
and a desire to do something
good for your body, your
mind and your life.”
Balani said this course is
necessary in order to achieve
a significant change in one’s
life.
“To get something profound in your life, it’s not
going to come by doing
something little, it’s going
to come by doing something
profou nd,” Ba la n i sa id.
“A five-day workshop is a
commitment, but you won’t
get this from a 30-minute
DVD.”
Balani said she has had
people tell her that after
s e v e r a l m o nt h s o f t h e
workshops, they’ve stopped
taking medications for their
asthma, attention deficit disorder or sleeping disorder.
She said these workshops
have the ability to prevent
diseases later on in life as
well.
“Tension and stress and
negative thoughts manifest
in a disease or a disorder

later on in life through cell
memory and that’s why doing this cleanses yourself
internally,” Balani said. “You
bathe everyday to cleanse
outside, you must cleanse
inside as well.
The Art of Living Foundation, a nonprofit education
and humanitarian organization, was founded in 1981
by spiritual leader Sri Sri
Ravi Shankar. It’s currently
one of the United Nations’
la rgest volu nteer-based
non-governmental organizations.
“It offers workshops and
seminars to teach you how
to breathe,” Balani said. “It’s
not a religious organization.
It welcomes people from all
walks of life and teaches you
to live better by learning to
breathe better.”
“The Art of Living Foundation offers programs to
uncover the strength, peace
and joy that lie at the core of
every human being,” according to its Web site.
T he se work shops a re
taught in 150 countries, and
more than 6 million people
have been affected by the
breathing exercises, Balani
said.
“I always say that the mind
is like the kite, the string
is like the breath, you can
control your thoughts and
your breath and choose to be
happy,” Balani said. “Happiness is a choice.”
The workshop will be
taught by Mona Shah, an international traveling teacher
who has been teaching for
the past 17 years.
“[Shah] not only teaches
students, but trains others
teachers to teach college
students,” Balani said. “It
took an entire year to get
her to have faith in USC,
because she doesn’t teach
small workshops, but more
than 15 people have already
signed up.”
Balani said these workshops equip the participants
with tools and techniques
to empower their lives and
become more responsible.
“On a larger scale, it also
makes you a more responsible global citizen,” she said.
“It also makes us aware. We
live our whole lives without
being aware. It’s very easy
to lead these situations, everyone just needs to learn a
technique to do it.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

The Art of Living Foundation presents its first ever Youth Empowerment Seminar Plus (YES+) to come to USC beginning next Thursday.
March 26 to March 30
Weekdays: (Thursday,
Friday and Monday)
6:30 to 10 p.m.
Weekends: (Saturday
and Sunday)
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Location:
Campus Ministries
728 Pickens St.
Columbia, SC 29201

Costs:
Non-students: $350
Students: $250
Registration is required.

To register for USC’s workshop, visit http://secure.artofliving.org/courses.
aspx?state=SC&city=ALL&type=-1 or call Dean Mallen at or (864) 918-9818
Nasha Balani at (803) 381-3859 or e-mail at soliving@mailbox.sc.edu.
For more information about The Art of Living Foundation,
visit www.artofliving.org.
— Compiled by News Editor Liz Segrist
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• The USC Speech & Hearing Research Center in the
Arnold School of Public
Health offers a number
of support groups: The
Stuttering Support Group
(Columbia chapter of the
National Stuttering Association) usually meets
on the 2nd Thursday of
every month at 7 p.m. Call
(803) 777-2605 or e-mail
charley@sc.edu. There are
several different Stroke
Recover y Group s t hat
meet week ly at various
times. Call (803) 777-2693
or e-mail fridrika@mailbox.sc.edu. The Cochlear
Implant Group of Aural
Rehabilitation meets Mondays at 2 p.m. throughout
each semester. Call (803)
777-2671 or e-mail crosbye@sc.edu.
• Abst ract deadline is
extended for Discover y
Day 20 09 u nt i l today.
Participants have the opportunity to make poster,
oral, creative or artistic
presentations and visual
art displays, including theatrical, musical or creative
writing presentations. To
register, submit a mentorapproved abstract on-line
at http://www.sc.edu/our/
abstracts.php.
• The University of South
Ca rol i na w il l host t he
Healthy Carolina Farmers
Market on Tuesday, March
24. The market will be
open from 10 a.m. until 2
p.m. in front of the Russell
House between the gates
on Greene St reet. The
market will feature local
produce, meats, cheeses
and flowers. Cash payment
is due to the farmer at time
of purchase. Please feel
free to bring a cooler for
the purchase of cold items
such as meats, cheeses and
eggs.

PIC OF THE DAY

W eek
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TRENTON, N.J. — New Jersey is drawing the line
when it comes to bikini waxing. The state Board of
Cosmetology and Hairstyling is moving toward a ban
on genital waxing after two women reported being
injured in their quest for a smooth bikini line. Both
women were hospitalized for infections following socalled “Brazilian” bikini waxes. One of the women has
fi led a lawsuit, according to Jeff Lamm, a New Jersey
Consumer Affairs Division spokesman, which oversees
the cosmetology board. Technically, genital waxing has
never been allowed — only the face, neck, abdomen,
legs and arms are permitted — but because bare-it-all
“Brazilians” weren’t specifically banned, state regulators
haven’t enforced the law. “The genital area is not part of
the abdomen or legs as some might assume,” Lamm said.
Regular bikini waxes would still be allowed.
PROVIDENCE, R.I. — A Rhode Island woman is accused
of punching and biting her 11-year-old son’s school
principal after she was told the boy was being suspended.
Police said 30-year-old Aleyda Uceta also bit an officer
trying to arrest her after Friday’s incident at Roger
Williams Middle School in Providence. She is charged
with assault on school officials, assault on police officers
and resisting arrest. Police say Uceta punched Principal
Rudolph Moseley Jr. in the face and bit his left arm after
he told her that her son would be suspended for three days
for refusing to go to a room for misbehaving students.
South Carolina officials said inmates working on a
road crew got more than sunshine last week. The
State newspaper reported Wednesday that a former
Transportation Department worker is accused of giving
beer to the crew he was supervising. A Corrections
Department arrest affidavit states that 22-year-old Mark
B. Hunter of Elgin was arrested Monday and charged
with giving contraband to prisoners.
NEW YORK — An actor on his way to a reading jumped
onto subway tracks to rescue a man who tumbled off a
platform as a train approached. “I just thought the guy
fell down there and I needed to get him out of there,”
said Chad Lindsey, 33. The rescue happened Monday at
busy Pennsylvania Station, where Lindsey was waiting
for a train as he headed to a theater downtown. He said
he saw a man who appeared drunk come very close to the
platform, rock back and forth, then pitch headlong onto
the tracks. The man struck his head on the rail and began
bleeding profusely, Lindsey said. He said he jumped
down to the tracks and tried to rouse the man. When he
didn’t respond, Lindsey lifted him under the arms and
hoisted him onto the platform, with the help of others
standing on the platform. “I’m an actor. I’ve spent most
of my life trying to get attention and then I do something
that’s a no-brainer, and now I have more than I need,”
Lindsey said.
— The Associated Press

The USC community wants to know what your organization has going on this week,
and The Daily Gamecock wants to help you spread the word. If your organization has an
upcoming meeting or event you want publicized, contact gamecocknews@sc.edu or stop
by our office in the Russell House, room 333.
“Carolina Briefs” submissions should include the time, place, name and a description of the
meeting or event, as well as a contact person for any questions. The description shouldn’t
exceed 50 words. Submissions should be sent no later than 5:30 p.m. two days before
publication.
The Daily Gamecock reserves the right to edit, condense or hold any submission.

Dustin Glendinning / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Second-year visual communications student Laura Bousman practices with the local
band, The Valley, The Mount. The band is starting to record their first songs.

Local

National

World

A clean lab at the Medical
University of South Carolina
has helped ease the constant
pain, sometimes stabbing and
sometimes gnawing, that has
haunted Robin Rabun’s life
for years.
The lab, with its doctors
in sanitized suits and highly
filtered air, is the centerpiece
of the university’s new $3.5
million Cellular Therapy
Center, a collaboration of five
hospital departments.
Last week, doctors in the
lab extracted the cells that
make insulin from Rabun’s
damaged pancreas and then
reintroduced them into her
body.
It was the first time such an
operation, which doctors said
has been performed in only
three other medical centers,
was performed at MUSC.
The Center for Cellular
Therapy will be using the lab
for other purposes as well.
“Even as we speak, we have
cancer center protocols to
open cancer vaccines and so
forth,” said Dr. David Cole,
the MUSC Surgery Department chairman. “It opens a
door that hasn’t been there.”
R abu n’s operat ion was
performed March 9 and by
Thursday, the pain which
shadowed her for years, was
ebbing.
“This is a gift from God
that was sent to me,” said the
48-year-old Aiken, S.C., resident who said for the last six
years she always wore a pain
patch and took pain medicine
as well. But often, it provided
little help.
In pancreatitis, the pancreas
becomes swollen and inflamed
and does not work properly.
In severe pancreatitis, removal of all, or part, of the
pancreas may be the only
thing providing pain relief.
But removing the pancreas
means patients develop diabetes because the body can no
longer make insulin.
R ab u n’s p a nc r e a s w a s
removed and then taken to
the clean lab. There, the cells
which produce insulin, called
islet cells, were extracted and
four hours later placed back
into Rabun’s body through a
catheter into the liver’s main
blood vessel.

DALLAS — Workers at a
high school staged cage fights
among troubled students,
making them settle their differences with bare-knuckled
brawls in a steel utility cage
inside a boys locker room,
school district documents
show.
The principal and other
employees at Sout h Oak
Clif f H igh “k new of t he
practice, allowed it to go
on for a time, and failed to
report it,” according to a
2008 report from the Dallas
school district’s Professional
Responsibility Office. The
documents were obtained by
The Dallas Morning News
for a story in its Thursday
editions.
The report describes two
instances of cage fighting
between 2003 and 2005.
Dallas schools Superintendent Michael Hinojosa
confirmed that there were
“some things that happened
inside of a cage” and called
the fights “unacceptable.”
No criminal charges have
been filed in the case.
Former Principal Donald
Moten denied the allegations, saying he had nothing
to comment on because the
fights never happened.
“That’s barbaric. You can’t
do that at a high school. You
can’t do t hat any where,”
said Moten, who resigned
in 2008. “Ain’t nothing to
comment on. It never did
happen. I never put a stop
to anything because it never
happened.”
But a middle school counselor, who was fired from the
high school and has filed a
whistleblower lawsuit, said
Moten and members of the
school’s securit y staff encouraged the fights.
“It was glad iator-st yle
entertainment for the staff,”
said former South Oak Cliff
employee Frank Hammond.
“They were tak ing t hese
boys downstairs to f ight.
And it was sanctioned by the
principal and security.”
A district spokesman declined additional comment
Thursday.
“This is a personnel matter and we’re not authorized
to talk about personnel,”
spokesman Jon Dahlander
told The Associated Press.

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip —
The final tally of Palestinians killed in Israel’s recent
war on Gaza’s Hamas rulers
is 1,417, including 926 civilians, according to a Palestinian human rights groups
that published the names,
ages and other information
about the dead on its Web
site Thursday.
Israel disputed the findings
by the Palestinian Center for
Human Rights (PCHR), saying it believes the majority of
the dead were combatants or
legitimate targets, but offered no evidence. An Israeli
think tank said its analysis
of the PCHR’s data suggests
the number of civilians is
lower than the rights group
claims.
Israel waged a three-week
war in Gaza, ending with
a unilateral cease-fire Jan.
18, in an attempt to weaken
the Islamic militant Hamas
and halt persistent rocket fire
from Gaza on Israeli border
towns.
After a week of air strikes,
Israeli tanks and ground
forces entered the territory,
f lattening several neighborhoods a nd i ndust r ia l
areas near the border. Some
15,000 houses and hundreds
of businesses were destroyed
or damaged, according to
independent assessments.
Hu m a n r ight s g roup s
have accused Israel of using excessive force, noting
that heavy civilian casualties
were inevitable in densely
populated Gaza. Israel said
Hamas militants intentionally operated from residential
areas in order to use civilians
as human shields.
The PCHR said in a statement the large number of
civilians among the dead
is proof that Israeli troops
“used excessive and random
force through the entire period of aggression, violating
the principle of distinction
(bet ween combatants and
civilians).”
Israeli government spokesman Mark Regev rejected
the allegation.
“Israel, during the military
campaign, made every possible effort to target enemy
combatants only,” he said.
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Debate over
stimulus has
undercurrents

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor

BRAD MAXWELL
Managing Editor

Sanford losing debate due
to impractical ideological
stance on state debt
Our beloved South
Carolina, content since the
years of Strom Thurmond to
take a back seat in national
politics, is suddenly all over
CNN. Since January, there
have been no fewer than three
nat ional stories feat uring
South Carolinians in politics.
Fi r st c a me Ty ’ Sheom a
Bethea, the proactive middle
school student who received an
invitation to Washington after
writing a letter decrying the
decrepit state
of her public
school.
Nex t, G ov.
Mark Sanford
announced that
he planned to
reject stimulus
m o n e y .
PETER
SCHAEFFING Representative
Second-year
Ji m C l y bu r n
economics
quickly claimed
student
this was a
d i re c t i n s u lt
t o t he b l a c k
communities that this move
would hurt. Now, Sanford is
in the national spotlight again
after having his new plan to
pay down the state’s debt with
stimulus money nixed.
The reason South Carolina
has been so vocal of late is that
its economy is in shambles.
We have the second highest
unemployment rate in the
nation, that rate is increasing
faster than that of any other
state, and we face budget cuts
in an education system that has
largely been a joke for years.
It is in no way a stretch to
equate these circumstances
with bleak future economic
prospects. The ruckus that
our politicians and citizens
are raising shows that they are
finally realizing the urgency of
the problem.
The three aforementioned
actors are all trying to solve
the same problem, but are
approaching it differently.
Bethea and Clyburn are clearly
on the same side of the fence,
but Clyburn should not be so
quick to cite race as the reason
for Sanford’s stance.
In rebuk ing the federal
government’s new involvement
in state issues and the expansion
o f a (s t r i c t l y s p e a k i n g )
u nconst it ut iona l debt ,
Sanford is taking the stance
that matches his Republican
ideology. One cannot say if
racial issues factored into
Sanford’s decision, but one can
credit him for taking a firm
stance for his ideals.
It just seems odd that a state
in such a hard situation would
have to be force-fed money.
It would be glaringly unfair
to leave the question at this
suggest ive point, t hough.
Clyburn wants the stimulus
money i n order to ef fect
immediate improvement in
South Carolina’s infrastructure,
schools and economy. But if,
as Sanford suspects, the debt
created by the stimulus or the
debt already present in South
Carolina will be a serious
hindrance to future growth,
rejecting the stimulus might
really be in the best interest of
vulnerable communities.
This proposit ion seems
u n l i k e l y, t h o u g h . W i l y
politicians always find ways to
pay or defer future debts.
The immediate relief of the
stimulus would be a muchneeded drink of water for the
parched “Corridor of Shame.”
Voters there may not hold
much political sway, but they
too are Sanford’s constituents.
By snubbing t he st imulus
money, Sanford is g iv ing
preference to ideology over the
obvious needs of his state.
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IN OUR OPINION

Wal-Mart gets it right
with bonus increase

QUINNTESSENTIAL

Limbaugh is not the GOP
Radio pundit not new
face of Republican Party,
should not be glorified
T here i s a f ia s co i n
pol it ic s today about
the importance of Rush
Limbaugh. Of course he is
important in
radio — with
20 m i l l io n
listeners , he
com mands
even more
attention
than the
RYAN QUINN m a j o r
First-year
telev ision
print
net works.
journalism
But he’s not
student
important in
pol it ics. I n
fact, what he does should
not even be considered
politics.
R u s h’s g e n r e i s t h e
g iveaway: conser vat ive
t a l k r ad io. It h a s bia s
right there in the name.
I’m not pushing another
Fairness Doctrine here —
I support the freedom of
speech. Liberals had their
chance to scream biased
information loudly into a
microphone as well, but
they apparently suck at
it. A nyone heard of A ir
America? Exactly.

Ye t D e m o c r a t s a r e
pushing to make him the
face of t he Republican
Part y, and Limbaugh is
all too willing to accept
this. With Palin out of the
picture, Democrats had to
find someone else to make
the GOP look like a bunch
of homophobic extreme
right-wingers. Limbaugh
was the perfect candidate.
As soon as Limbaugh said
those fateful words about
our popular new president,
“ I hop e Oba m a f a i ls ,”
Democrat ic st rateg ist s
wept for joy. Here was
t heir messia h, t he one
that would demolish the
GOP’s image as the loyal
opposition in the years to
come. The one that would
win it for Obama in four
years. Limbaugh said that
his form of conservatism
“is what it is, and it is
forever.” Democrats knew
that “conservatism” would
also lose forever.
To equate Limbaugh
w it h t he major it y of
Republ ica ns is absu rd.
The Democrats are lying
to the American people by
rebranding the opponent
as something it’s not. The
Republican Party is not a
talk show. It is a party that
has won many elections and

is filled with great leaders.
But even t hese g reat
leaders are bowing down
to Limbaugh. Republicans
are currently too weak to
fight the lies, and, sadly,
Limbaugh and his fans are
stronger. When Michael
Steele apologized for his
d e r o g at or y c o m me nt s
about Limbaugh, I cringed.
I was watching a party die.
Conservative bloggers
are also rushing to support
Limbaugh. R ight Wing
News and Power Line each
had defenses that stated
that any conservative who
insulted Limbaugh wasn’t
a “real” conservative. This
may seem to show that the
GOP really is composed
of nutjobs, but the truth is
these bloggers are in the
same league as Limbaugh.
They are admittedly biased
writers with no journalistic
creed by which to abide.
Limbaugh is not t he
Republican Party. Don’t
believe the Democrats, and
definitely don’t believe him
or his followers. No party
is a single man or a single
creed. Democrats need to
admit to playing foul, and
the GOP needs to beat
its red-headed stepchild
senseless.

Stewart: ‘Daily’ dose of bias
Host’s self-righteous
showmanship hinders
real public discourse
Mandi Sordelet wrote
a piece in praise of Jon
Stewar t i n t hese pages
Tu e s d a y . I a s s u m e
that, as this is a t ypical
c ol le g e c a mp u s , he i s
overwhelmingly loved at
USC.
But I think
Jon Stewart
is one of the
worst figures
in American
me d i a , a nd
damaging to
our national
RICHARD
discourse.
WOOD
The source
Third-year
of Stewart’s
history
nox iou s
student
inf luence is
in his ability
to have everything both
ways. On the one hand,
he cla i m s to b e ju st a
comedian, interested only
i n ent er t a i n ment . But
on the other, he clearly
com mands enormous
inf luence. No amount of
coy denials from Stewart
about his status as a “real”
journalist will change that.
H i s i nt er v ie w s w it h
guests typically feature as
many solemn monologues
as they do jokes. Inevitably
his opinions are liberal.
Throughout eight years of
the Bush presidency, his
adm inist rat ion was t he

constant target of a gleeful
Stewart, with little said of
the Democrats.
Defenders of the show
r ight l y p oi nt out t h at
it’s easier to make fun of
those in power than the
opposition. But has the
recent victory of Barack
Obama resulted in “The
Da i ly Show ” cha ng i ng
targets?
Of course not. Now it is
critics of the administration
who are the constant butt of
Stewart’s jokes. His recent
showdown with CNBC’s
Jim Cramer, the business
world’s version of a shock
jock, is a prime example.
The always-self-righteous
Stewart chastised Cramer
for recom mend i ng h is
viewers buy Bear Stearns
not long before its collapse,
and recited the usual pieties
about the responsibilities
of the media.
W hy was Cramer
targeted? It can’t be that
“The Daily Show” has only
recently noticed that his
stock picks aren’t always
very good. Politically liberal
and an Obama supporter,
Cramer has not suffered
“The Daily Show’s” wrath
before. But then he made
the mistake of criticizing
Obama’s stimulus package.
Now his trustworthiness is
suddenly of great interest
to “The Daily Show.”
It should be abundantly
clear to ever yone, if
it wa s n’t a l re ad y, t h at

Stewart is partisan. His
st ud io aud ience w i ld ly
applauds ever y t hing he
says, practically before he
finishes saying it. Could
he say anything that would
give them pause?
Then again, most of the
time he says nothing at all.
His trademark is a smirk
a nd a n e yebrow r a i se ,
which is invoked whenever
a politician says anything.
It i s a g e s t u re t h at i s
flattering to the vanity of
young people. We love to
be in on the joke.
But by dismissing
other people as unworthy
of his consideration and
encouraging his audience
to do the same, all Stewart
does is help to close minds.
His simplistic arguments
are passed off as profound,
and they benefit from being
paired with heavily edited
clips from the opposition.
Yet who in the media
could call Stewart
out? By hy poc r it ic a l ly
p or t r a y i n g h i m s el f a s
“just a comedian,” Stewart
makes himself immu ne
from criticism. The show
doesn’t need to be fair or
intelligent because it’s all
just a joke, wink wink. At
least t he O’Reillys and
Olbermanns of the world
have the courage to take
responsibility for what they
say. The next time Stewart
accuses someone of a lack
of integrity, he should take
a look at himself.

Good news is coming this week from a source most
members of the media would never expect: Wal-Mart.
On Thursday, the corporation so many of us love to hate
announced it would be paying $2 billion in bonuses to its
hourly workers this year, up from $1.8 billion last year. The
recession has apparently treated the bargain giant well, as
sales have actually increased for the company.
So let’s get this straight: A
company does well, makes
some money and pays part
of t he d if ference to t he
people who made it happen?
What a novel concept.
Wal-Mart’s new bonus
plan, which includes
merchandise discounts and
stock options, stands in marked contrast to AIG’s executive
bonus debacle. For once, people at the bottom of the ladder
are getting a leg up.
True, this move may not be entirely rooted in altruism.
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. has faced several lawsuits over
the past year alleging unfair treatment of women and
minorities, along with a general lawsuit about unreasonable
work conditions. So in a way, this is a sound PR move.
But is t hat so bad? No matter how indirect ly it’s
happening, aren’t the workers starting to get things their
way?
Regardless of Wal-Mart’s motives, this announcement is
a ray of hope during tough times in the job market.
And for the USC students in troubled fields — journalism,
business and English, to name a few — at least we’ve got a
safe backup plan if our professions don’t work: Become a
Wal-Mart greeter.

This announcement
is a ray of hope during
tough times in the
job market.

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu.

ITʼS YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily
G a me co c k ’s V ie w p oi nt s page
is to stimulate discussion in the
Un iver sit y of Sout h Ca rol i na
community. All published authors
are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
feedback on dailygamecock.com.
L et ter s a nd g ue st colu m n s
should be submitted via e-mail to
gamecockeditor@sc.edu. Letters
must be 200 to 300 words in length
and include the author’s name, year

in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders
a nd USC f ac u lt y memb er s to
submit guest columns. Columnists
should keep submissions to about
500 words in length and include
the author’s name and position.
Guest columns are limited to three
per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense submissions for
length and clarity, or not publish
at all.
A ll subm issions become t he
property of The Daily Gamecock
and must conform to t he legal
standards of USC Student Media.
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BRAIN ● Continued from 1

GAMECOCK
Bike Festival
The second annual GAMECOCK Bike Festival
continues through this week with many
different activities:

March 23
through 27
USC Bike-to-Campus week:
ride to campus/class
March 24
Free bike repairs, bike
registration and local bike
information
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Greene Street
March 25
Panel discussion with Gerry
Lynn Hall (Bike Columbia)
and Rachel Kefalos (Palmetto
Cycling Coalition)
12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Green Quad Learning Center
Riding tour of campus
4 p.m.
Meet in front of McKissick
Museum on the Horseshoe
(helmets required)

Banff Mountain Film Festival
7 p.m.
Russell House Theater
March 26
Cyclecocks: Cycling Club Road
Ride
5 p.m.
RH
April 2 through
May 28
Free Bike Valet at Five Points
Concert Series
Thursdays, 6 to 10 p.m.
By the Five Points fountain
on Greene Street.

GAMECOCK Bike Festival is sponsored by: USCycle, the Green
Quad, Healthy Carolina, Campus Wellness, Student Government,
Cyclecocks, Vehicle Management and Parking Services, Law
Enforcement and Safety and Bike Columbia.
— Compiled by News Editor Liz Segrist

St udent s were encou raged to attend the lectures
by professors and advisors of
multiple majors ranging from
chemistry to history to biology. Heath Lanier, a secondyear pre-med biology student,
attended every lecture with
the exception of one. He was
informed of Brain Awareness
Week from a mass e-mail
from the pre-professional
advisement office.
“My dream is to be a neurologist, so I have found every
lecture to be very intriguing,”
Lanier said. “I am excited
USC has decided to be part of
Brain Awareness Week.”
The Brain Awareness Week
aims to raise enough money to
send an undergraduate student
to the Society of Neuroscience Conference in Chicago,
Ill. Walton and the “Impulse”
org a n i z at ion on c a mpu s
have been holding bake sales
throughout the past week in
an effort to raise additional
funds. For donation information, e-mail Anna Walton at
impulse@schc.sc.edu.
St udents eager to learn
more about neu roscience
and the brain can check out
“Impulse” online at http://
impulse.schc.sc.edu/. Students
can learn more about Brain
Awareness Week campaigns
at http://www.sfn.org/baw/
about.cfm.

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu
SANDY’S COUPON

ICE CREAM
SUNDAE
CHOCOLATE, STRAWBERRY OR
PINEAPPLE

$ 69

2

Reg. 4.39
Each

WET WALNUTS
95¢ EXTRA

Limit 1
PER COUPON
Expires 5/24/09

“The surest way to make a monkey of a man is to quote him.”
— Robert Benchley
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Students dance with NYC Ballet in gala
Fourth annual event
unites performers
in contemporary pieces
Latoya Harvin

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

T he ever- ex pa nd i ng USC
Dance Company will be
presenting “Ballet Stars of New
York” for its fourth annual Gala
Performance tomorrow night.
A p a r t ic u l a rl y c o mp el l i n g
recruitment tool for the program,
wh ich is on ly fou r years old,
t he show br i ng s professiona l
dancers from the New York City
Ballet to Columbia to perform
w it h t he st udent s. T he New
York Cit y Ballet, fou nded by
renowned choreographer George
Balanchine, is typically regarded
as the preeminent ballet company
in the world. Though this is the
fourth year of the performance,
each season presents new and
vibrant ballets.
“We have to qualify to get the
choreography from the George
B a l a n c h i ne E s t at e , a nd o u r
dancers are so beautifully trained
that sometimes you can’t even tell
the professionals from the USC
students,” Dance Director Susan
Anderson said..
Stars from the New York Ballet
include principal dancers Jared
Angle and Megan Fairchild and
soloists Savannah Lower y and
Amar Ramasar.

T he g a la per for ma nce w i l l
feat ure t hree work s by famed
choreographer George Balanchine:
“Rubies,” f rom t he t rilog y of
“Jewels,” the “Walpurgisnacht”
from a production of the opera
“Faust” and the pas de deux from
the “Stars and Stripes,” which is
set to the music of John Phillip
Sousa. The show will also include
the ballet “Celts,” choreographed
by Lila York , who is working with
the company for the year.
“It’s not a t ut u ballet, it’s a
contemporary dance with a ballet
technique,” Anderson said. “This
year is very, very fast paced. ‘Celts’
w i l l get you r blood r u n n i ng
through your veins and at the end
of ‘Celts,’ everyone stands up and
screams, so it’s a kind of dance
concert that you better hold on to
your hats ‘cause it’s high energy.”
Last yea r t he compa ny d id
“Western Symphony,” and this
year they are proud to have three
of the four works coming from the
George Balanchine repertoire.
“The show itself is the main
dish, and ‘Celts’ is the dessert,”
Anderson said.
There are a total of 30 dancers
from USC, but the main solos
will be performed by the Ballet
Stars of New York. Out of the
30 da ncer s, 19 a re f i r st-yea r
students.
“ We h a v e s t u d e nt s w h o s e
parents are flying in from all over
the world to see their children
perform,” Anderson said.
S ab r i n a M c C lu r e , a f i r s t-

Courtesy of USC Dance Company

“Ballet Stars of New York” will perform George Balanchine works “Rubies,” “Jewels” and “Walpurgisnacht.”
year dance educat ion st udent,
and Liza Cardinal, a first-year
dance performance student, are
both honored to be performing
alongside some of t he world’s
premier dancers in their initial
year in the program.
“It’s so exciting, and I’m really
excited to just be a part of it, and
it’s an opportunity that I know so

many students don’t get to have,”
McClure said.
Cardinal agreed and said the
experience is especially exciting
for them as freshman since they
have been work i ng ha rd a nd
practicing.
The program will be held in
the Koger Center and will begin
tomorrow at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$15 for students and remaining
seat s cost $25 for t he second
balcony a nd $30 for t he f irst
balcony.
Ticket s are available at t he
Carolina Box Office or call (803)
251-2222 for further information.
Comments on this stor y? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

New Starz comedy caters
to its actors’ previous work
Cast draws from real
experiences to play
waiters in ‘Party Down’
Rick Bentley
MCT Campus

Bebeto Matthews / The Associated Press

Photographs of Isaac Mizrahi’s work for the Liz Claiborne line as seen in New York on Feb. 9.

Mizrahi adds a splash of color to otherwise dim times
New Liz Claiborne creative director
brings enthusiasm to clothing lines
Samantha Critchell
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Even fash ion’s
good-time Isaac is feeling the weight
of the economy.
I s a ac M i z r a h i h a s we at hered
tough times before — his signature
collection was shuttered in the ‘90s,
then resurrected four years ago — so
he’s approaching it this time with
the smile on his face, skip in his step
and sarcasm in his voice all intact.
M izra h i is ent it led to a l it t le
fun, even if he’s also charged with
breathing new life into the venerable,
work i ng -wom a n L i z C la ib or ne
brand, which has been in decline for
years.
“ It ’s n o t a g o o d m o m e nt t o
launch,” Mizrahi said, knowing his
earliest designs for Claiborne are
now hanging in stores. “I don’t know
what to expect.”
But he’s not afraid to tap into his
clout and connections in the industry
to make this work, capitalizing on his
sense that it’s time for a comeback of
classic American clothes. “I think
people want it to succeed, and there’s
a lot of goodwill to Liz Claiborne
and to me.”
M izra h i feels a bond to h is
customers, including those he gained
through his yearslong partnership
w it h Ta r g e t t h at m a d e h i m a
household name for those who didn’t
know him from the couture catwalk,

Bebeto Matthews / The Associated Press

Isaac Mizrahi is trying to revive
the struggling Liz Claiborne label.
where he’d skip down the runway
with supermodels, or from the 1995
doc u ment ar y “Unzipped.” That
deal ended last year, as he accepted
the position as Claiborne creative
director.
Cla ibor ne had been eyei ng
Mizrahi before the “retail calamity”
of the downturn because he has a
modern eye but a commitment to
wearabilit y, said Tim Gunn, t he
“Project Runway” adviser who now
serves as chief creative officer for the
Liz Claiborne portfolio of brands.
T here’s t remendou s pre s s u re
on Mizrahi, Gunn acknowledges,
but he hopes there aren’t constant
compa r isons to t he look of t he
late Liz Claiborne herself. “Isaac
understands the DNA of the brand,
but he gets it for now. There has to
be cultural context. She wouldn’t
be doing what she did t hen now
either.”
For him, clothes are a labor of

love. “You can’t afford not to buy
these clothes if you see what went
into them,” he said.
M i z r a h i’s ent hu sia sm for h i s
clothes and fashion in general is
contagious.
During New York Fashion Week,
he previewed the styles of his own
lu xe label in a collect ion called
“Smile,” with outfits given names
such as Stressless Dress and Veltvita.
Models came out with handbags on
their heads, but it didn’t seem so
much an avant-garde statement as
a way of saying “let’s turn all this
gloom and doom on its head.”
The editors, stylists and retailers
in the audience approved, buzzing
about it as the feel-good show of the
season with its lively patchwork of
orange, magenta, yellow, green, blue
and metallics.
“The colors are rich and bright
without being too much,” he said.
“But to live without color, for me, is
like being defeated.”
T he new fa l l col lec t ion for
Cla ibor ne pick s up on some of
Mizrahi’s own signatures, including
plaids, jackets and pleated sk irts.
There’s more than a hint that these
are clothes to be worn on an idyllic
New England autumn afternoon.
Pulling double dut y has given
Mizrahi more energy, he said, but,
at age 47, he’s learned to parlay that
into productivity instead of being the
harried, frenzied guy of his youth.
If he had more free t ime, he’d
probably be playing online bridge
or cooking — “and then I’d be three
times bigger than I am now.”

LOS ANGELES — Actors
often do research after they
land a new acting job to
make their character feel
as real as possible. Most of
the cast of the new Starz
cable channel series “Party
Down” only had to look at
their own lives to prepare
for the job.
The ser ies look s at
t he g reat ly d isg r u nt led
employees of a small
catering company. Each
employee dreams of t he
day when they don’t have to
pass around trays of fi nger
fo o d s or ser ve watered
down drinks.
Jane Lynch, who plays the
free-spirited member of the
catering staff, worked for
years as a waitress before
she landed acting roles in
such projects as “Best in
Show,” “A Mighty Wind,”
“Role Models” and “The
40 Year Old Virgin.”
“That’s what most actors
do w h i le c h a s i n g t he i r
dream. You’re in a place
where you don’t want to be.
You want to be somewhere
el se. But you’ve got to
be here. There’s a lways
interesting stories and the
delusions that some people
have about themselves and
where they’re going to be
in just a short time,” Lynch
said during an inter view
at the Universal Hilton in
January.
Ly n c h i s f l a n k e d b y
fellow cast members
Adam Scott, Ken Marino
and Lizzy Caplan, along
with executive producers
and creators John Enbom,
Rob Thomas a nd Da n
Et heridge. They are
meet i ng w it h telev ision
critics to discuss the new
cable comedy that launches
at 10:30 p.m. Friday.
Caplan faced a similar
sit uat ion t he short t ime
she worked for a catering
company. Most of her jobs

were at pa r t ie s for t he
launch of a new movie. She
found the job frustrating.
“It was i nterest i ng
because the whole
ex per ience made me so
angry. Having to go around
a nd ser ve t he se p eople
because I was so convinced
that, ‘It should be me. You
s hou ld b e s er v i n g me.’
It ’s l i ke t here’s nobody
rea l ly cock ier t ha n t he
unemployed actor. You’re
positive that you can do it
better than anything you’re
s e e i n g o n a ny s c r e e n ,”
Caplan said.
Her “ Pa r t y Dow n”
character faces a double
frustration: her stand-up
career is not going well and
neither is her marriage.
For Rob T homas, t he
series creator, the closest
he came to t hat k ind of
sit uation was during the
10 years he spent in Austin
chasi ng a mu sic ca reer.
He finally escaped with a
move to Los A ngeles to
create T V shows such as
“Veronica Mars.”
T homa s say s “Pa r t y
Down” was inspired by the
NBC series “The Office.”
T he creators wa nted to
make a series that was set
in a workplace environment
and had t he same bit ing
comedy tone of the NBC
series.
“A n d s o w e c a m e u p
with this idea about a show
a b o u t c a t e r -w a it e r s i n
Los A ngeles, people who
came here to make it as
actors, writers, musicians,
comedians and f ind
themselves in their mid-30s
and perhaps have chased
the dream for too long,”
Thomas said.
The group of wannabes
and dreamers will struggle
w it h a n a s s o r t m e nt o f
catering jobs in the show’s
first season ranging from
a mixer for senior citizens
t o a “ Swe e t 16” p a r t y.
The idea of catering a pet
wedding was rejected as a
story idea.
It would have cost too
much to h i re t he fou rlegged cast.
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The Scene
@ USC

Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

CAROLINE, OR CHANGE
8 p.m., $14
Workshop Theater

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

TODAY

TOMORROW

AKRONIM, FROM OCEANS TO SKYLINES, WHAT
ONCE WAS OURS
5:30 p.m., $5 over 21/ $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

PhD ◆ By Jorge Chan

WRITER’S BLOCK, HANNAH MILLER AND THE
MISADVENTURE, THE BRISBONES
8 p.m., $6
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.
BUDDY, THE BUDDY HOLLY STORY
8 p.m., $18
Town Theatre, 1012 Sumter St.

COLUMBIA’S HOTTEST TATTOO CONTEST
7 p.m., $10
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.
PUNK K AR AOKE WITH 3PCO, TODAY WE
ESCAPE, THE SCHEMATICS
8 p.m., $8 under 21/$5 over
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
DOUBT, A PARABLE
8 p.m., $22.50/ half price with student ID
Trustus Theatre, 520 Lady St.

HOROSCOPES

03/20/09

1234567890-=
A R IES

Don’t h ide
your light under a basket.
G et it out where fol k s
can see it. Odds are good
they’re look ing for just
what you have to offer.

TAURUS Your plan
is almost invisible. You’ve
got your routine down pat.
It becomes part of who you
are. Others may not realize
you set it up that way, but
you did. Good work.
GEMINI Continue
to be just as thrifty as you
can. You’re making a good
impression on somebody
you admire.

CANCER

For the
next four week s, you’ll
have more opportunities to
be the big decision-maker.
Others defer to you, or at
least want your opinion.

LEO Finally, you have
the chance to replenish
your reser ves. Pay off a
couple of bills while you’re
at it, just because you can.
You’re entering a more
prosperous phase.

V IRGO

Listening
is a very important part
of communicat ions.
Somebody’s got to do it,
or the message doesn’t get
across. Do that now, for
your mate.

LIBR A

Yo u ’r e
going into your annual
“partnership” phase. Get
partners for ever ything
you do and multiply your
free time immensely.

S COR PIO You r
workload will be increasing
over the next few weeks.
That’s OK, but the anxiety

level may also go up.

PHILADELPHIA EATERY

SAGIT TARIUS
The sun’s transit through
Aries is a lucky time for
you. It brings out your
romantic side, and your
sense of humor.

C A PR ICOR N
For the next several weeks,
you’ll want to concentrate
on home, family and real
estate, not necessarily in
that order.

AQUARIUS

You’ll
have more reason to study
during the next four weeks.
A new idea or opportunity
requires new skills.

PISCES If you’re so
smart, why ain’t you rich?
It’s not a sin to have plenty
of money. You wouldn’t be
a bad person.

Corner of Senate & Park Streets in the Vista
Open Mon - Sat from 11am- 9pm
803-779-3493

“Bringing a taste of Philadelphia to the Vista”

Buy a 12” Sandwich,
get...

CHIPS & A DRINK FREE!

need USC Student ID
Exp. March 31, 2009

ACROSS
1 Jacob’s twin
5 Acquire canines
11 Lacking
14 Temporary funds
15 Batman’s butler
16 Quid pro __
17 Gidget
19 Sturm __ Drang
20 Quindlen and
Paquin
21 Nabokov title
23 Pet rodent
26 One under legal
age
27 As one
28 Forest dweller
31 Prospector
32 Lacy houseplants
33 Sleeve card?

03/20/09

for 03/19/09

34 Ugandan despot

3 Swiss river

35 Clamps

4 Disconnect

36 Fundamentals

5 Soaked up some

37 Part of USNA

rays

38 Threescore

6 “Enigma Variations”

39 Powerful inﬂuence

composer

40 Top vote getters

7 Studio apts.

42 Awaken

8 Angle or pod lead-in

43 Reddish horses

9 Mischievous children

44 Fell as ice

10 O’Brien and

45 Texas capital

Rostand

47 Crude workman?

11 Fidget

48 Pressure meas.

12 Search for

49 Widget

13 Luke’s Jedi mentor

54 Old name of Tokyo

18 Bury

35 Waltz type

51 Gold in Barcelona

55 Money set aside

22 __ Angeles

36 Olympic discus

52 Lofty poem

56 “Das Lied von der

23 Kindhearted

legend

53 “__ Girls”

__”

24 Type of

38 More solemn

57 __ Juan Capistrano

magnetism?

39 Slink

58 V-shaped

25 Midget

41 Foldaway bed

fortiﬁcations

26 Comic Amsterdam

42 Permits

59 Eurasian deer

28 Adam and

44 Suppress, as info

Benjamin

45 Simians

29 Place blame

46 Turkey label letters

1 Ernie of the PGA

30 Sat on eggs

47 Gumbo veggie

2 Old French coin

32 Repairs

50 Advanced deg.

DOWN

Solutions from 03/19/09
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Carolina Stadium hosts first SEC foe

Packer sent
packing but
not forgotten
Revered broadcaster
will be missed during
NCAA Tournament

Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC coach Ray Tanner looks on from the dugout during Carolina’s 16-8 blowout loss against in-state rival Wofford Terries on March 11.

Gamecocks prepare for well-rounded
Tigers in first conference home series
Jake Luce

STAFF WRITER

After an impressive showing on the road against
Furman, the baseball team returns home for their
first SEC home series of the year. South Carolina
should be challenged considerably more than they
were in their last contest as they take on an LSU
team that is ranked fifth in the nation.
The Tigers (15-4, 2-1 SEC) are coming off a
solid 6-3 win against McNeese State while the
Gamecocks (13-4, 1-2 SEC) look to build off their
momentum of the 15-0 romp over Furman.
South Carolina knows that they have their work
cut out for them as they take on one of the premier
baseball programs in recent SEC history.
“They have great personnel, they have great
pitching, they have guys that can run, they have
guys that can hit it out of the park and guys that
can defend,” USC coach Ray Tanner said. “They

just have tremendous personnel.”
Defensively the Gamecocks will need to be
playing to their potential and will rely heavily on
young, unproven talent to lead them over LSU.
“Ideally you would like to be in a different
environment with junior pitchers and high draft
picks,” Coach Tanner said. “But these guys are
guys that we thought would be very good freshmen and what better way to get it going than to
pitch against a powerful team like LSU at home.”
Though it is early in the season, Juniors outfielder DeAngelo Mack and fi rst baseman Nick
Ebert have been catalysts for the offense. They
have knocked out eight and seven home runs
respectively this year and are currently the team
leaders in RBIs.
“I think we are starting to settle in a little but,
technically we are about 33 percent fi nished with
the schedule,” Tanner said. We have had a little
better offense than what I thought we might have
and our pitching can still be pretty good.
The players are excited to see how fans will
respond to their first home SEC series at Carolina
stadium. Given the impressive showing early on,

the team expects the fans to be out in full force
this weekend.
“The atmosphere has been great for every game
that we’ve played at home,” Sophomore outfielder
Whit Merrifield said. “We had a Monday game at
noon and it was 30 degrees and we had this place
packed. I’m excited to see what it’s going to be like
this weekend.”
This weekend’s series should give the Gamecocks a good idea of how they will matchup
against one of the top competitors in the league.
Though it is still early in the season, the baseball
team is enthusiastic about the challenge ahead.
“We are always excited to be playing someone
with the caliber of LSU,” Merrifield said. “I think
it’s just another series though, we are really excited
about it and we look forward to seeing where we
stand.”
Tonight’s game will be played at Carolina
Stadium and is scheduled to start at 7 p.m.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.
sc.edu

Spurrier discusses new formation
LeCorn, freshman
get reps under center
with ‘cocky’ new plays
Chris Cox

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Steve Spurrier’s Cock-nfire offense may have just
gotten a little more interesting.
As the 2009 spring practice continues in earnest,
so does Spurrier’s attempts
at revitalizing last season’s
stagnant offense.
W i t h U S C ’s c e n t e r pieces on offense — Kenny
McKinley and Jared Cook
— now gone, the Gamecocks are doing anything
they can to revitalize one of
the more vanilla playbooks
from a season ago.
Where else to begin than
w it h some cla s sic t r ic k
plays?
Revitalized by the A rkansas Razorbacks in the
Darren McFadden / Feli x
Jones era, the “Wild Hog”
formation has caught fire
t h roughout a l l ra n k s of
football, and USC is the
ne we st home to one of
the sport’s more exciting
aspects.
Spu r r ier wa s he sit a nt
to reveal much about the
gadget formations.
“ You a r e n’t g o i n g t o
put t hat on t he I nternet

are you?” Spurrier joked
with members of the media
after Thursday’s practice.
“That’s a secret, man. The
‘Cocky Formation’ [is what
we call it].”
T h roughout t he f i r st
severa l prac t ices of t he
spring session, junior wide
receiver Dion LeCorn had
been the focus of the trickery by lining up in shotgun
formation with quarterback
Stephen Garcia split out
wide.
What happens from there
is up to the man under center, as the player can either
throw the ball or catch the
defense off g uard with a
run or option type play.
“ I wou ld n’t nece s sa rily call them trick plays,”
f resh ma n r u n n i ng back
Jar vis Giles said. “We’re
just trying to open up the
playbook a lot more.”
L eC or n’s on ly c a reer
pass in a game was one that
will go down in infamy, as
his lateral throw in the fi rst
half of last season’s Florida
g a me o n a k ic k of f w a s
thrown behind the receiver
and returned to the oneyard line by the Gators.
In Wednesday’s practice,
the head ball coach chose
to use a prized freshman
recr u it i n t he back f ield
instead.
“We’ve got to get SteFOOTBALL ● 9
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Junior wide receiver/defensive back Dion LeCorn catches a pass against UAB last fall.

A n u nfam iliar voice
will be accompanying Jim
Nantz at the upcoming
broadcast of t he Final
Four, t he culm inat ion
of c ol le g e
basketball’s
a n n u a l
tournament.
That voice
will belong
to Clark
Kellogg,
SAM DAVIS
the 47-yearFirst-year
old former
journalism
N BA playstudent
er-t u rned
broadcaster,
and he will
be replacing Billy Packer
after 34 years of covering
the tournament action. It
just won’t be the same.
Packer, now 69, would
have soon became one of
the rare septuagenarians
in broadcasting, but CBS
decided that this year it
would go a different direction with the younger,
fresher Clark Kellogg.
Maybe the network was
right. Maybe it was time
to go. But since 1974, so
many long time viewers,
a nd even t he you nger
ones such as myself, have
become accustomed to
what Packer brings to the
basketball game.
Billy Packer is not a perfect announcer. He’s negative and sour when he sees
something on the court
that displeases him. He
tries to coach the game,
not call it. When he’s not
trying to coach, he plays
referee. And over the years,
the former Wake Forest
Demon Deacon (Class of
’62) has certainly heard
h is share of crit icism.
He’s been the center of
controversy several times
for making questionable
statements towards other
players, coaches, or teams.
But anyone who k nows
Billy Packer knows that
his intentions always mean
well; he’s just a man who’s
been misunderstood from
time to time.
But Packer also does
good things for a broadc a s t t h at ot he r c o mmentators do not. He’s
always done a great job of
dissecting a play. Packer
could pick apart each step
of a particular possession,
e x pl a i n i n g wh at e ac h
coach, as well as some of
the players, was thinking.
This is an aspect of the
game that most viewers
would not pick up on with
an untrained eye. Such a
skill, in Packer’s case, was
acquired after more than
three decades of play calling was under his belt, in
addition to the Final Four
trip he made as a player
when he led the Demon
Deacons there in 1962.
Clark Kellogg was still
in diapers at that time.
12 years later, while Kellogg was a pre-pubescent,
budding basketball star,
Packer called his f irst
NCAA tournament game.
Although I may be outnumbered, I’m certainly
not the only one who will
miss the sound of Packer’s
voice during March. After
the switch was announced,
ACC Commissioner John
Swofford expressed his appreciation for what Packer
has done for t he sport
during his career.
“Knowing Billy for so
many years, it’s certainly
DAVIS ● 9
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phon Gilmore running it
a little bit more instead of
Dion (LeCorn) all of the
time,” Spurrier said.
Gi l more, a 6 -foot-1inch at hlete f rom Rock
Hill possesses not only a
versatile ability to play at
positions all over the field,
but t remendou s s p e e d
that can leave mismatched
linebackers in the dust.
Gilmore has been
clocked as high as a 4.42 in
the 40-yard dash.
“We’ll have some of that
available,” Spurrier said of
using Gilmore. “We need
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W hoever t he G a me to get him in a little bit
cocks have on or off the
more.”
Intriguingly, the unusu- field won’t matter to them
al formation may provide as long as they score. And
more harm than good, as if you ask Giles, he doesn’t
projected starting quar- think the team will have
terback Stephen Garcia too much of a problem
will be unable to be on the with that.
“I think the offense is
field if Gilmore is present.
“We’ll just have to get goi ng to be a lot more
Stephen of f t he f ield,” exciting,” Giles said. “The
Spurrier said. “They can’t defense is always good evbe on the field at the same ery year and I think this is
going to be the year where
time.”
Rules prohibit two play- the offense catches up to
ers from wearing the same the defense.”
number at one time on the
field, and both Garcia and
Comments on this story? E-mail
Gilmore don the number sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
five.

USC FOOTBALL
SCRIMMAGE

Isaac Brekken / The Associated Press

Announcer Billy Packer sits down for a Las Vegas interview with ESPN analyst Bob Knight,
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going to be an adjustment
not hearing his voice and
commentary during March
Madness,” Swofford said.
“His knowledge of college
basketball is far-reaching and
he will be forever identified
with some of the greatest
moments in the history of
the sport.”
A great moment in college basketball that I will
always identify with packer
happened during the 1997
championship game. It was

one of the fi rst Billy Packer
calls I can recollect. Arizona
had just won the 1997 national title, and Wildcat hero
Miles Simon was celebrating
on the court. Then came the
call from Packer.
“Simon says ... Championship!”
You’ve got to love him.
The CBS Network, along
with college basketball and all
of its fans are losing an icon
this month, as Billy Packer
was not asked back to the seat
he has warmed for over three
decades. Yeah, maybe he was

losing his edge. But nearing
the 70-year mark, who could
blame him? I’ll still enjoy
the NCAA Tournament, and
I’ll still watch every game.
I’m pretty sure everyone else
will, too. But come March
4 and 6 in Detroit, I’ll miss
the guy.
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Place a Classified ad: p

803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com
Major credit cards accepted

Line classified ad rates

Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds
E-mail:

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

•

Office hours: M-F

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements

Housing-Rent

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

FREE FRIDAY night dinners for internatins & their families. For details, contact
IFM @ 799-3452 or info@ifmusa.org

Modern Rosewood Home Extral Cool
2BR 2BA w/office.Maple flrs. Stainless
appl. & counters $1,000/mo 513-9354

Looking for motivated, high energy, enthusiastic people tow work in a residential area handing out flyers. $8-$10/hr.
Please call 919-844-6601.

Dancewear store hiring PT Sales person.. Dance exp. helpful but not needed.
Call 782-8188. Ask for Coleen. email
pointet@bellsouth.net

THE CLARION HOTEL

Cold callers needed, door-to-door
4/hrs/day mostly evenings $10-13/hr.
Call Kevin at 546-3262.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counselors to teach. All land, adventure & water
sports.
Great
summer!
Call
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com

Pawn shop seeking PT Sales Associate
Must be honest, hardworking, well
groomed & able to lift heavy objects. Will
work around your school schedule.
Please call Jon at 256-1888. Peoples
Pawn Shop, Inc. 1324 Assembly St.
Downtown Columbia.

Help Wanted
Restaurants

Help Wanted
Child Care

NOW HIRING MANAGERS &
CASHIER/COOKS MAURICE’S BBQ
WE NEED EXCELLENT REFERENCES
APPLY TODAY 791-5887 EXT. 10

Apartments
Come join us at Cornell Arms Apts for
our Fall Semester Pre-leasing Event
1230 Pendleton St. April 3rd 10-4pm
Refreshments Served Leasing Specials

Housing-Sale
LUXURY DOWNTOWN CONDOS
From $102,500 518-2189
www.elmwoodplacecolumbia.com

Walk to USC- Clean & Quiet 2BR 1BA
$525 w/deposit. 776-5405.

Help Wanted

303 King St. - 2BR recently updated in
the heart of Shandon. Minutes from
5PTS & USC.Quadriplex 2BR 1BA corner lot hd wd flrs high ceilings covered
porches all app. incld w/d. $895 Plenty
of pkg. Call Ray Covington 331-8833 .

Advertising Sale & Marketing Internships
Earn $$$ plus commissions and gain
valuable sales and mktg. experience
working for Plan-It South Carolina the
FREE daily planer for students @ SC
Bookstore.
GREAT
RESUME
BOOSTER!! email your resume to
col109.oc101@hiredesk.net for more
information

SHANDON - 2713 PRESTON STREET
Excellent large 1BR
available now.
Great location. Close to USC. Ideal for
Grad. Std or Professional. 782-9009.
*ASPYRE*Downtown Living

Starting @ $549 per BR!
laspyre.com 803-400-1570

Housing-Rent

Now accepting applications for the
following position:
Guest Service Representative
Positions require exceptional customer
service skills with great personalities.
Must be willing to work weekends and
holidays. Excellent benefits, paid vacation and holidays 401K and bonuses.
Background check Drug testing.
Previous applicants need not apply.
Apply in person M-F 3-5PM
1615 Gervais Street.
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
BELLA VISTA BRIDAL PT Sales, Sats
reqd bring resume & schedule.
PT RECEPTIONIST - Needed at Spring
Valley Animal Hospital. Afternoon hrs.
apply in person at 8913 Two Notch road
9am-3pm. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

SUMMER CHILD CARE - boy & girl 13
yo. Must have transp & safe driving record. Exp a plus. Call 799-2863.

Help Wanted
Summer Camps

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

BLUE FIN @SANDHILL Now Hiring all
positions. Apply in person 10AM-4pm

Nanny for 3 school age children. Inclds
ight housework, errands. Tues, Wed.
Thur Some Mon Fri hrs. Must be reliable, resp driver, nonsmoker. Fax resume. to 790-5086.

2BR 1.1/2 BA duplex new const. avail
1ST April $625/mo. Call Jeff 238-9185.
1730 Greene 2BR 1BR w/study $635.
1BR (June) $575. 4BR home
301 S.Edisto $1395. 799-9483
VERY LG PRIVATE ROOMS FOR
RENT $290-$335 inclds all util. Walk/cycle to school. Very Clean! 463-5129
OLD SHANDON 4BR 2BA for August
$1395. SHANDON 4BR 2BA May
$1595 318-0729
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
Room for rent & 1-5BR Apts available
Greene St. @ USC
rajaluri@ifmusa.org or 318-0800

Unlimited calling to any 10 numbers. Anywhere in America. Anytime.

Get the best value in wireless.

Choose10
numbers
Choose 5

numbers to share on any Nationwide Family
SharePlan® with 1400 Anytime Minutes or more.
on any Nationwide Single Line
Plan with 900 Anytime Minutes or more.
Activation fees, taxes & other charges apply.*

Choose any numbers on any network. Even landlines.
Change your numbers online anytime!
Plus, get unlimited talk with America’s Largest
Mobile to Mobile Calling Family. Over 80 million strong.

Already a customer?
7JTJUvzw.com/myverizon to manage
your account online and set up your
'SJFOET'BNJMZOVNCFSTUPEBZ

Samsung Omnia™

Samsung Sway™
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I
28&35:LFZCPBSE
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t8JOEPXT.PCJMF1SPGFTTJPOBM
BM

Verizon Wireless 3G Exclusive

t(FU7$"4T Music with Rhapsody®
tNFHBQJYFMDBNFSBBOE
camcorder with flash and zoom

$

$

$169.99 2-yr. price – $70 mail-in rebate
debit card. With new 2-yr. activation.

$79.99 2-yr. price – $50 mail-in rebate
debit card. With new 2-yr. activation.

SM

9999

2999

See our Sunday Circular for more great deals!

Switch to America’s Largest and Most Reliable Wireless Network.

Call 1.888.640.8776

Click verizonwireless.com

Visit any store

VERIZON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES Open 7 days a week.
COLUMBIA 173 Columbiana Dr. 803-749-4500
10110 Two Notch Rd. 803-419-2585
7007-A Two Notch Rd. 803-865-6300

LEXINGTON 5596 Sunset Blvd. 803-808-2009
ORANGEBURG 2718 North Rd. 803-534-4150

BUSINESS CUSTOMERS

1-800-899-4249

*Our Surcharges (incl. Fed. Univ. Svc. of 9.5% of interstate & int’l telecom charges (varies quarterly), 7¢ Regulatory & 85¢ Administrative/line/mo. & others by area) are not taxes (details:
1-888-684-1888); gov’t taxes & our surcharges could add 6%–26% to your bill. Activation fee/line: $35 ($25 for secondary Family SharePlan lines w/ 2-yr. Agmts).
IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Cust. Agmt, Calling Plan, rebate form & credit approval. Up to $175 early termination fee/line, up to 40¢/min after allowance & add’l charges apply for data
sent or received. Friends & Family: Only domestic landline or wireless numbers (other than directory assistance, 900 numbers or customer’s own wireless or Voice Mail access numbers) included; all eligible lines
on an account share the same Friends & Family numbers, up to account’s eligibility limits; set up & manage on My Verizon. Offers & coverage, varying by svc., not available everywhere. Network details & coverage
maps at vzw.com. Limited-time offers. While supplies last. Rebate debit card takes up to 6 wks & exp. in 12 mos. © 2009 Verizon Wireless.
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